
ICS Cool Energy’s temperature control solutions are hard at 
work delivering the perfect Easter eggs for a leading producer, 
supplemented by additional refrigeration from the hire division to 
meet peak season demands.

The Challenge

NO CRACKING UNDER 
PRESSURE FOR EASTER EGGS

Food & Beverage



WE MAKE IT WORK

“With both our temperature 
control units and cold store 
systems on either end of the 
production line, the customer can 
be certain of the ultimate reliability 
for process temperature control.”

The Solution

The Result

Supplying chocolate products for some of Europe’s 
most prestigious brands, the customer relies on ICS 
Cool Energy’s T90t temperature control units which 
supplies the fleet of jacketed vessels with a consistent 
supply of hot water, keeping the liquid chocolate at the 
perfect temperature.

With peak season production approaching and 
new customer orders, the chocolatier needed extra 
refrigeration to meet demand. One call to ICS Cool 
Energy with this urgent requirement meant that the 
hire division stepped in quickly with a supplementary 
cold store package. 

The cold store has user-friendly controls and fork lift 
pockets for ease of installation and provides temporary 
additional storage for the temperature-sensitive 
chocolate products.

With the temporary cold store system in place, ICS 
Cool Energy provided an end-to-end solution allowing 
the producer to meet the peak seasonal demands 
and new customer orders with premium chocolate 
products, helping to boost potential for future sales 
growth.

Russ Baker, Sales Director for ICS Cool Energy’s hire 
division added:
“As a business, we seek to provide our customers with 
total solutions and this is where our hire, service and 
sales teams work together to solve problems. Our 
range of cold storage is perfectly suited for temporary 
or seasonal needs, particularly where chocolate or 
other perishable products are involved.

“Hiring equipment helps customers manage 
production throughout busier periods, avoiding the 
need for permanent expansion.”
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